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Abstract

This paper analyzes the application of the Founer-fimte-element method (FFEM) foi the resolution
of the Derichlet problem fot the Poisson equation — Δη = / in axisymmetnc domains Ω C R3 with
conical points on the rotation axis The FFBM combines the approximate Fourier method with ι espect
to one space dnection with the finite element method foi the appioximate calculation of the Fouriei
coefficients of the solution Here, the influence of the conical points on the regularity of the Fourier
coefficients of the solution is analyzed and the asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients near the conical
points is described by some singularity functions and treated numencally by mesh grading in the two-
dimensional meridian of Ω It is proved that for / e Ι/2(Ω), the late of convergence of the combined
approximations in the Sobolev space W^(fi) is of the order O(h + TV"1), wheie h and Ν repiesent,
respectively, the parameters of the finite-element- and the Fourier-approximation, with h —> 0 and

1 Introduction

It is well known that the regularity of solutions of elliptic BVPs can be affected if the domain
contains vertices, edges, polyhedral angles, etc (cf. [2, 4, 11, 12, 15, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24]).
Knowledge of the regularity of solution of elliptic BVPs is particularly important if numerical
techniques have to be employed to approximate the solution, since the regularity influences
both the accuracy of the approximations and the rates of convergence in the error estimates.
Moreover, a priori adaptive numerical schemes can be designed if the structure of the
singular forms of the solution is known.

From the point of view that the solution of elliptic BVPs in three-dimensional axisym-
metric domains with nonaxisymmetric data can be approximated more economically by
means of FFEM (cf [3, 5, 7, 13, 23, 25, 27, 28]), it is necessary for the effective applica-
tion of the FFEM, to study the regularity of the Fourier coefficients of the solution, if the
axisymmetric domain Ω entails singularities. Although there is an extensive literature on
the applications of the FFEM, it seems that much less work has been done on the math-
ematical framework, especially on regularity analyzes of solutions of the reduced problems
in 2D and the numerical implications. We refer here to [5, 13, 14, 23, 25, 26] for some
results.

In this paper, we consider the Derichlet problem for the Poisson equation in axisymmetric
domains Ω c R3 with conical points on the rotation axis, and we are concerned with the reg-
ularity of the solutions Uk (k — 0, ±1, ±2. · · ·) of the reduced problems in 2D, the structure
of the singular forms of the solutions and the effective application of the FFEM with empha-
sis on error estimates. For some results on the regularity of solutions of elliptic boundary
value problems in domains with conical points, see e.g. [4. 9, 11. 15, 17, 18, 19. 20. 22].
Here, a precise description of the asymptotic behaviour of the 2D solutions near the conical
points is presented. It is shown that the singularity functions for the 2D BVPs are related
to the roots of some transcendental equations involving the Legendre functions and a nu-
merical algorithm for computing these roots and some results are given. From the analysis
we observe that conical points on the axis of the axisymmetric domain Ω do not affect
the regularity of the solutions u^ for |fe | > 1. Finally, it is proved that the error of the
Fourier-finite-element approximation is of the order O(h + N~l) if appropriate local mesh
grading near the conical point is used.



This paper is organized in the following way. In Sections 2 the geometry and the bound-
ary value problem with related function spaces in cylindrical coordinates are presented.
Section 3 contains the general functional framework for reducing BVPs in 3D axisymmetric
domains to a system of BVPs on the meridian plane domain by means of Fourier series
decomposition.
Since conical points influence the regularity of solution of BVPs only locally, in Section 4
a reduced 3D BVP near the conical point is considered and an explicit expression of the
solution is derived. In Section 5, the regularity of the solutions of the reduced problems in
2D is analyzed and a decomposition of the solutions into regular and singular parts is given.
Section 6 contains a numerical scheme for approximating the singular exponents and some
results of estimated values. Section 7 is dedicated to the approximation of the 3D solution
by means of Fourier-finite-element method. We consider finite elements with mesh grading
and show that the error behaves like O(h + N-1) if appropriate mesh grading is used.

2 The boundary value problem

We consider the Dirichlet problem for the Poisson equation, i.e.

-Δΰ:=-]Γ = / in Ω, / € £2(Ω), u = Q on f, (2.1)

where Ω is a bounded and simply connected subset of R3 with at least Lipschitz continuous
and piecewise twice continuously differentiable boundary Γ := <9Ω (f e C0'1 Π PC2). Let
( χ ι , X2, xz) denote the Cartesian coordinates of the point χ € R3. Suppose that the domain
Ω is axisymmetric with respect to the xs-axis, and that the set Ω \ ΓΟ is generated by
rotation of a plane meridian domain Ωα about the £3-axis, where ΓΟ is the part of the £3-
axis contained in Ω. Let 9Ωα denote the boundary of Ωα and let Γα := <9Ωα \ f Q. Suppose
that FQ € C2 and that the angle 9C at one of the points of intersection of ΓΟ and Γα is
not a right angle. If Ca = (0, zc) denotes this point, then the rotation of Ca about the
#3-axis yields a conical point C on the boundary Γ of Ω, see Figure 2.1. We have restricted
ourselves for simplicity to domains with only one conical point and no edges, since several
conical points could be treated similarly. For domains with axisymmetric edges, we refer,
e.g., to [13, 14].

Figure 2.1



Let r, φ, ζ denote the cylindrical coordinate system, then the one-to-one mapping χι =
r cos φ, x% = r sin φ, x% = ζ transforms the sets Ω \Γο and Γ into the sets Ω := Ωα χ (—ττ, ττ]
and Γ := Γα χ (—π, π], respectively, in cylindrical system. Accordingly, for each function
v(x}i x £ Ω \ ΓΟ, some function ν is uniquely defined on Ω by

Since the conical point Con f affects the solution u of (2.1) only locally, we can analyze its
influence on u and its Fourier coefficients by restricting u to a small neighbourhood G of C.
Thus, we introduce in the rz-plane local polar coordinates R, θ with respect to the vertex
at Ca = (0, zc) viz. r = RsmO, ζ - zc = -RcosO, with 0 < θ < 6>c, 0 < R < Rc < oo (Rc

sufficiently small) and define the circular sector Ga C Ωα by

Ga := {(r, z) € Ωα : 0 < R < Rc> 0 < θ < Ga := Ga \ dGa. (2.3)

Let G be the domain generated by the rotation of Ga about the xs-axis and dG its boundary,
then the images of the sets G\Fo and dG\Fo in the (r, z, <^)-system are G = Ga x (—π, π] and
dG = doGa x (—7Γ,ττ], respectively, where doGa ~ dGa\fo. Let W|(Ω) (j = 0,1. 2) denote
the usual Sobolev spaces, with VF2° = L2- By (2.2) mappings W^(U \ Γ0) -*· ^/2(Ω) (j =

0,1,2) are defined, with Χ^/2(Ω) from (2.4). Since ΓΟ is one-dimensional, the spaces

ΓΟ) and Wl(£l) can be identified. We have, see also [13, 23]

:= {v = v ( r , < p , z ) : Ι \ν\2άτάφάζ < oo, ν 2π-periodic w.r.t. φ},
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For / 6 .χΟ ,2(Ω) the weak solution of (2.1) in cylindrical coordinates is obtained by looking

for u e νό(Ω) such that

b(u,v) = f ( v ) for ν e Υ 0 ( Ω ) , with (2.6)

it \ f /dudv 1 du dv dudv\ , , , „, . / „ , , , ,n „.
b(u,v) := (jr^r + -^^r^r + ^Γ-7Γ}τάτάφάζ, f (v := / /ντάτάφάζ, (2.7)

Jsi^ordr r2dfd(p dzdz> Jo/

where ν is the complex conjugate of v. Clearly, the Lax/Milgram lemma infers that a
unique solution u € Vb(fi) of (2.6) exists. This solution may contain singularities due to the
presence of conical points on the boundary of Ω, that is u may not belong to νί>(Ω) Π -X"2/2 (^)
as would be expected. For the analysis of the regularity of u we introduce a smooth cut-off
function η = η(τ, φ, ζ) = ή(Κ) 6 £7°°[0, οο) with Ο < ή < I and

f I for Ο < R < Rc/3
η ~ { Ο for R > 2Rc/3

where R and Rc are from (2.3). The function ηη := 77U describes the solution u of (2.6) in
the neighbourhood G of the conical point C. It can be shown, see for example [11, 13, 21],
that the function ηη is the unique solution of the variational problem: Find ηη Ε Vo(G)
such that

for v€V0(G), /„ € X/^G), with (2.8)

/· /δυ,ηδν Ι Βηηδν δηηδυ
:= (^-L-^- + -^-^-L-^- + -^-L^-JG\ or or r2 οψ d1^ oz oz

:= / ^vrdrd<fdz, (2.9)
J G

where /^ depends on 77, /, u and its first derivatives. For simplicity, we omit in the sequel
the subscript η. It would be clear from the context if we are refering to G or Ω.
Remark 2.1: The global regularity of the solution u of (2.6) is determined by the regularity
of the solution ηη = ην, of (2.8) and the function (1 — rf)u. Owing to well established results,

see e.g. [9,_ 11, 15], we know that / e La(f2) implies u e W$(N Π Ω) for any open set Ν

such that Ν does not contain any singular point of Γ.

3 Partial Foureir analysis

Functions ν(τ,φ,ζ) 6 Χ^,2(Ω) (j — 0,1,2) are 27r-periodic with respect to the coordinate

variable φ € (—π, π]. Hence, using the orthogonal and complete system {elk<f>}kez (f1 —
—1; Z := {0, ±1, ±2, · · ·}) in LI(—ττ,ττ) these functions can be represented in Fourier series
with Fourier coefficients defined on Ωα. For the analysis of functions defined on Ωα, it is
natural to introduce weighted Sobolev spaces associated with the measure rdrdz. A more
general study of such spaces can be found, e.g. in [6, 21]. We have, see also [5, 13, 23]

:= {w — w(r, z) : / \w\2drdz < oo},
•/Ωα

:= {w = w(r, z) : raw € Ι/2(Ωα)}, a real, Χ(Ωα] '·— ^2,i/2(^a)>

:= {w 6 £2,α(Ωα) : -5-,-^- € Ι/2]α(Ωα)},



(3.1)

V0

a(Ga) := {w£Wy2(Ga): w\doGa=0},

Τ/ν0

α(Ωα) := {w Ε ν^Ωα) : r~lw e ^2ιι/2(Ωα)}.

The norms in these spaces are given by
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1/2

(3.2)

ν»(Ωβ) ··== W M/l,2/

Functions ν 6 Χ^,2(Ω) (j = 0,1,2) can be characterized by their Fourier coefficients. We
have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1(cf. [13]): For ν 6 -Χ^/2(Ω), the Fourier coefficients Vh(r,z) defined by

, , 1
vr, φ, , k £ Ζ,

satisfy the relations

(r,zyk<f (a.e. in Ω) and
feez

vk € = 2π οο.

, then relations (3.5) and

fit, j|2

Ιΐυ€

hold. If additionally ν 6 Χ?/2(Ω), then

< CXD

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

1/2 V

= 2π

+

+ 2

Idvk
r dr Χ(Ωα)

< oo (3.7)

Remark 3.1(cf. [13])· If the function υ(τ,φ,ζ) and only some of its derivatives belong

to -Χ^/2(Ω), then corresponding completeness relationshiphs hold. For example, let 4-j €

1 = 0,1,2), then

,&τ
= 27Γ oo. (3.8)



By means of partial Fourier analysis with respect to the rotation angle φ, the 3D BVPs
(2.6) and (2.8) can be decomposed into a family of decoupled 2D BVPs on the meridian
domain, see for example [13, 5, 23].
Lemma 3.2(cf. [13]): For u,v e -^(Ω), / € ^ι/2(Ω), the functional b(u,v) and f ( v )

from (2.6) can be represented by

b(u,v) = (3.9)
fcez fcez

fdukdvk dukdvk k2 _
- — — — ~ ~dr dz dz

)rdrdz,

'·= /
Ja

for A; € Z and with Uk,Vk and fk being the Fourier coefficients of u,v and /, respectively.
Moreover, the Fourier coefficients u^ of the solution u of (2.6) are unique solutions of the
variational equations (Zo :=Z\ {0})

fc = 0 : find UQ e Τ

f c e Z 0 : f i n d Μ Α €

The solutions uk satisfy the following a priori estimates:

α) : b0(uQ, w) = fo(w) for w e ^β(Ωα),

;) = Λ(«;) for w € Η/0

α(Ωα). (3.10)

(3.11)

+
dui

dz χ
\duk

dz

«fc||2

r \\x
2 2

X

\fk\\\ for

< 1/2*·

with some positive constants C% (i = 1,2,3).

4 The solution of the 3D BVP near the conical Point

For convenience we translate the vertex Ca = (0, zc) to the origin and consider the BVP
(2.8), where G is a neighbourhood of the origin. Our main concern in this section is to
derive an analytic expression for the solution u of (2.8). First, we notice that the solutions
lifc (k £ Z) of the variational equations (3.10) with Ωα replaced with Ga are the generalized
solutions of the following 2D BVPs:

k2

= 0 on doGa, \Uk(r,z) r=0\ < oo,

:= ~αϊ3 + ^75ί +

(4.1)

(4.2)

with
These problems can be written in terms of the local polar coordinates R, θ with respect

to the origin (0. 0) as follows:

1 02uk cot θ k2

}R=o <oo, fceZ

θ}\θ=θο = 0, \uk(R, θ}\θ=0\ < oo, k 6 Z,

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)



where the functions Uk and uk are related by uk(R, Θ] = Uk(Rsm9, —RcosO}.
We use the Fourier method to determine the solutions of (4.3) — (4.5). First, we consider

the associated homogeneous equation to equation (4.3), i.e.

2 duk , 1 d2uh , .
+ - U k = 0'keZ> mGa- (4'6)

Suppose that there is a solution of (4.6) having the multiplicative form

uk(R, Θ] = ΤΛ(β)Φ*(0), k Ε Ζ, Ο < R < Re, 0<θ<θΰ. (4.7)

Substituting (4.7) in (4.6) we get the identity

/ - 2 - 2

V ·0)

Equation (4.8) holds for all 0 < R < Rc and 0 < θ < Qc such that Tk(R) and Φ^((9) are
different from zero. This leads to the equations

= 0, Λ € Ζ, Ο < β < #c, (4.9)

Φ£(0) + cot0*'fc(0) - &2sin-2 <9Φ£(ι9) + λΛΦ*.(0) =0, /c € Ζ, Ο < β < 0C, (4.10)

where λ^ (A; e Z) are some complex numbers to be determined. We notice that equation
(4.9) is the Euler differential equation. If the constant λ^ is known, then the solution of
(4.9) can be written out.

Set Afc = ffc^fc + 1) and ί = cos β, cos$c < t < 1. Then, from equation (4.10) and
relations (4.5) we obtain

< t < 1, (4.11)

(4.12)

We observe that equation (4.11) is the Legendre differential equation and its general solution
is given by (cf. [1, 10])

*fc(t) = CiP^t) + <72Qi;fc(i), k 6 Z, (4.13)

where P f̂c and Q f̂c are the associated Legendre functions of the first and second kind,

respectively, of order i/j. and degree k (cf. [1, 10]). Since Q^k(f)\t=i is unbounded and
Pvk(t) is bounded for cos0c < t < 1. it follows from (4.12) that in (4.13) C% must be zero
and we are left with the solution (take C\ = 1)

Φ*(ί) = Ρ£(ί), ^ € Ζ . (4.14)

The boundary condition at ί = cos$c (cf. (4.12)) leads to the following deterministic
expression for v^:

P*,(cos0c) = 0, fcez. (4.15)

For each A; € Z, equation (4.15) has an increasing sequence of nonnegative simple real roots
ι/[, 1 = 1,2,···, with no limit point and v\. and i4_k\ coincide (see Section 6). Let us denote

by {P\ (t)}^! the coresponding system of eigenfunctions.

Lemma 4.1: The system {Pk

{ (i)}J^1 is orthogonal and complete in 1,2(1, cos θ€).



Proof : To show the orthogonality property, we prove that
/•cos 0C

Pki (t)Pk

3 (t)dt — 0 for I ^ j.
/ i vk v

k

It follows from (4.11) the relations

k2

(4.16)

dt 4( i-i2 : (*) - 0,

d2Pk

3(t) dPk,(t)

Multiply the first equation in (4.17) by Pk

3 (t), the second by P* (i), substract and integrate

the result from 1 to cos 9C to obtain

r , ,{4(4
/-COS0C

+ 1) P$ (t)p*

di (*) dt
•COS &c

(1 - ί (0 -

di

V (*)

-p*,w

dt2 dt. (4.18)

Integration by part gives

dPfc,

dP*,(t)dP\ <U*,(t>

dt
(4.19)

(t}

dt

' dt dt J dt

Substituting relations (4.19) and (4.20) in (4.18) we get

( , Ϊ fCOSdc

{4(4 +1) - 4(^ +1)) / P*, (t}pk

3(\ k\ ft / fcV A; ^J Jl vk\ 1 vik

(4.20)

(4.21)

i=cos(9c

dt "Τ"' di ^ " J V " y ' (4'22;>

The right hand side of equation (4.22) vanishes at t = cos (9C. Furthermore, due to the factor

(1 — i2) and the fact that Pk

3 (t) and —^— are bounded at t = 1, the right side of (4.22)
vk

also vanishes at t = 1. Finally, since 4 Φ 4' assertion (4.16) follows. ·

The functions uk(R, Θ) and f k ( R , 6 ] from (4.3) can be represented in Fourier series with
respect to the system £2r We have

1=1
CO

(4.23)



The Fourier coefficients uki and fki are calculated from the relations

where (·, ·) denotes the usual scalar product in L%. Replacing in (4.3) the functions uk(R> Θ)
and fk(R, Θ) by the corresponding Fourier series (4.23), we deduce by comparing coefficients
that the u^ k e Z; I e Ν := {1,2, · · ·}, from (4.24) are unique solutions of the boundary
value problems

4'i + 2R-lu'kl - 4(4 + l)R~2ukl = -/ki, k € Z; / 6 N; 0 < R < Rc, (4.25)

= 0. (4.26)

The solution of problem (4.25), (4.26) can be obtained by the method of variation of pa-
rameters. We have

*ukl(R) = -Rc * Ri ι
2i/l

k + 1 Jo

?-ML+l) rR

(4.27)
k

The above analysis can be summerized as follows:
Theorem 4.1j Let C be a conical point of the axisymmetric domain Ω situated at the

origin and let G C Ω be a sufficiently small neighbourhood of C. Further, let Ga denote the
meridian plane of G and let R, θ be local polar coordinates with respect to the vertex Ca of
Ga- Then the solution u of the variational problem (2.8) has the following representation

u(r, φ, ζ) = U(R, φ,θ} = Σ Y^u^RJP^ (cos^)e^, (4.28)
kezi=i k

where u^i are given by (4.27) and

ufc(r, z) = Uk(R, Θ) = Y^ukl(R}Pk

vl (cosO), (4.29)
1=1 k

are the solutions of the 2D variational equations (3.10) on Ga.

5 The regularity of solutions of the 2D BVPs

In this section we analyze the regularity of the solutions u^ (k e Z) of the 2D BVPs (3.10).
We assume for simplicity that the axisymmetric domain Ω has only one conical point C
situated at the origin and no edges. By the classical results (see e.g. [13]) we know that for
fk Ε Ζ-2,ι/2(Ω0 ) and Ωα sufficiently smooth, the solution u^ of (3.10) belongs W^(Q,a) and
the following a priori estimate is satisfied.

(Ωα) ~ C| ^I 1

Lemma 5.1: For v^ > 1/2 (yf from (4.15)) the solutions Uk (k G Z) of the variational
equations (3.10) on Ga have the property

u.k€W*f2(Ga) and \\uk\\w**(Ga} < C\\fk\\L^(G^ (5.2)



Proof: In the following C denotes a generic positive constant. It has different values at
different points. The norm 1

coordinates R, θ is given by

Ο Ο

of functions Uk € Wl',2(Ga) in terms of the local

\Uk •Λ,·2ιη ·> —
dR

+ 2
1 du,

RdRdO R2 ΘΘ

R 8Θ

1 d2uk 1

OR2

ΘΘ2 R dR
(5.3)

We need to show that each term on the right hand side of (5.3) can be bounded by

\\fk\\L2l/2(Ga)· Let us consider the term

1 duk

Go. RdRdO R2 8Θ

Using the representation (4.29) for Uk(r, z) = uk(R, Θ) with application of Levi's and Fubini's
theorems we obtain

duk

RdRdO R2 d9

From (4.27) we can write

sin OdRde < C" R
Ukl ~ (5.4)

Considering the first term in (5.5) we have the estimate

-1)2(4)2

(5.5)

(5.6)

since i/l

k > 1/2. The constant factor (dl

k)
2 can be bounded with the help of Cauchy inequality

as follows.

\fkl(r}\^dr
O JO

< C \fkl(R)\2R2dR.
-/O

(5.7)

From the inequality

<

and integration by parts we obtain

1 r* JL - 2

R2

1/2

·> fRc ι fR
Γ>ώ-7Γ> ^ s~i / j~>—1 /-ft U-ft ^ Oj ; .η. /

Jo JR

+ C2 \ \fkl(R}\2R*dR < C / \fkl(R)\*R*dR.
Jo Jo

(5.8)

10



A similar argument leads to the inequality

R2dR <C ° \fkl(R)\2R2dR.
JO

(5.9)

Finally, combining (5.4), (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.9) and the completeness relation we obtain
the inequality

02uk I duk2.

Ga
RdRdO R2 ΘΘ

1=1

The other terms in (5.3) can be considered in the same way. ·
Lemma 5.2: For k € Ζ let vl

k, I = 1,2, · · · be the roots of equation (4.15). Then
(a) for \k\ > 1, z/£ > 1/2 for any θ 6 (Ο,π). (b) for k = 0 and I > 2, v\, > 1/2 for any
θ € (Ο,π).

Proof. See Section 6. ·
It follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 that the solutions Uk of (3.10) for \k\ > I belong to
W2^(fl} independent of the opening angle Θ0 at Ca. The solution tio may, depending on

ο ο

the opening angle 0C, exhibit singularity, i.e. may not belong to W1 ί2(Ω). For the structure
of the singular function for the solution UQ we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3: Suppose VQ < 1/2. Then there exists a real constant 7o such that the solutions
tio of the boundary value problem (3.10) for k = 0 can be split in the form

uo(r, z) = SQ(T, z] + wo(r, z ) , so(r, z) := 70

L.Ri'°.P1,i(cos(9), (5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

•a) and

have

\dr

Proof. Using (4.29) we can write UQ in the form

By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 the term WQ in relation (5.12) belongs to the space Wa/2(^

satisfies the inequality (5.1), so we need only investigate the term so(r,z}. We have

ι rRc { Ι , ι 1/ 7~>\ r~>L/ / r ί \ I 1—V
11f\-i I ri 1 — rf 0 t Tm ( Τ ί < Τ Ο — 'U01\-tlo' ±L I J u l V ' / l r> 1 ι ι ' C Q i / l j - l l

JO | /fn + 1 /Ό,,Ι ι -\\Ώ( o~*~1!

( ~R^
+ \-

O 0

R

O

(5.13)

Using the triangle and Cauchy inequalities we obtain the estimate

rRc ( ri-^o r^o-t
\1o\ = o

dr

< C
Rc

+ C
*

foi(r)T»°+2dT

Obviously, the term TO := 7o -R"° Pvi (cos Θ) does not belong to
see from the estimate

Θ2Τ0 2

< C'll/OlU2 i l / 2(0,JRc)·

W2f2(Ga) for i/o1 < 1/2 as we

OR2 RdRd0 > C I
~ Jo

11



and this integral converges only if 2(vQ — 1) > — 1, i.e. if v\ > 1/2.

Similar arguments as in Lemma 5.1 lead to the relation woi(R}Pl/i (cos$) 6 Wi /2(Ga). Thus
UQ can be written in the form

I _ Π

u0 (r, z] = 7X° P^ (cos 0) + {w01 (R)PV, (cos 0) + £ uoiP^ (cos β) }

(5.14)

6 Numerical approximation of the singular exponent ν

The roots of the equation Ρ*1 (cos 0) = 0 (fc e Z) for a given 0 6 (Ο, ττ) can be determined by

analytical means only in very few cases (cf. [1, 10]). Thus, we need to consider numerical

techniques for the approximation. From the relation

^*) = (-^fcrfr + fctij^(a)' k>l (x real),

we see that the roots v\. and vl_k coincide and we can consider either positive or negative

integers. We use the Mehler-Dirichlet formula

. m 2 sm-0
cos (9) = ;/ -- - - i- / - - - gL-r-rdt (6.1)

- V

and seek values for ν for which the integral with θ = Qc vanishes. We note that the integrand

is singular at t = Θ. Using trigonometric identity we write the integrand in the form

and for t closed to θ we use the approximation

For each Qc e (Ο, ττ) and k = 0.1,2, · · ·, we approximate the integral (6.1) using (6.2) or

(6.3) if 9C — t < 0.001 by means of Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula, and then use a

root-finding routine to determine v. The results presented in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1 were

obtained with the help of MATLAB 6 and MATHEMATICA software packages.

We observe that the roots v\. increase monotonically with increasing k. For a fixed k,

the roots v^ decrease monotonically with increasing θ Ε (Ο,ττ), see Table 6.1. Also, we

notice from the table that V]- > 0.5 for all \k\ > 1 and all θ € (Ο, π). This implies that the

functions R^^P^ (Θ) (see Lemma 5.1) belong to W^2(Ga) for all \k\ > 1 and θ e (Ο,ττ).

Thus, only the 0 Fourier coefficient can exhibit singular behaviour near the vertex. The

critical angle for VQ < 0.5 is approximately 132°, see Figure 6.1.
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θ

30

45

60

120

150

160

175

k = 0

4.098731
10.06059

2.557918
6.536980

1.785291

4.774713

0.605268

2.118863

0.349228
1.573440

0.277411
1.429770

0.161142

1.217214

|fc| = l

6.831918
12.77309

4.403223
8.356095

3.194298

6.150180

1.424757
2.864916

1.117838
2.240620

1.057418

2.102076

1.008973
1.969874

\k\ = 2

9.442626
15.30654

6.187597
10.06619

4.581784

7.456466

2.354219

3.627150

2.097829
2.974657

2.078944

2.881017

2.082583
3.675072

|fc| = 3

12.00617

17.70820

7.953369

11.69406

5.970400
8.707694

3.383234

4.395843

3.271170

8.068651

3.188338
8.068651

3.095754

7.292467

Table 6.1: Solutions of equation (4.15) for \k\ = 0,1,2,3 and 1 = 1,2

Table 6.1 shows the approximated values of the singular exponents i/l

k for k = 0,1,2,3
and I = 1,2 for some special values of the opening angle Qc at the vertex.
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Figure 6.1: Solutions of (4.15) for k = 0
Figure 6.1 shows the dependence of the exponent VQ with respect to the opening angle Qc

at the vertex.
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7 The Fourier-finite-element approximation

We consider in this section the approximation of the solution u of the variational equa-
tion (2.6) by means of the Fourier-finite-element method. First u is approximated by its
truncated Fourier series UN defined by

N>0, (7.1)
\k\<N

where UK (k = 0, ±1, · · ·, ±7V) are the first 27V + 1 Fourier coefficients of u, which are the
unique solutions of the variational equations (3.10) for \k\ < AT. The error U — UN generated
by replacing u by its truncated Fourier series can be estimated as follows:
Theorem 7.1: For / e -Χ"°,2(Ω), let u 6 'Μό(Ω) be the solution of the variational equation

(2.6) and let UN denote its Fourier series truncation defined by (7.1). Then there exists a
constant C independent of N, u and /, such that the following estimate holds:

-ι
CN

Proof. Taking into account the relation

Ν

u — ^ /n\VQ (I I)

(7.2)

τ/ rr>\ (use Friedrichs'l/o (Ω) ν

inequality), the completeness relations (3.5), (3.6) and the a priori estimate (3.11)(c), the
following relations are obvious:

\9uk\\2

U —

\k\>N

N*

dr dz

\k\>N

< CN-2\\f\\l

duk

dr

duk

dz

(7.3)

The next step is to approximate the Fourier coefficients uk in relation (7.1), which are so-
lutions of the variational equations (3.10) for ( | fc | < N) by means of finite element method.
We assume for simplicity that the domain Ωα is polygonally bounded. This is to avoid the
technically involving proofs for error estimates which are needed for domains with curved
boundaries, see e.g. [23]. Further assume that there are no reentrant corners on the part Γα

of the boundary, and that the angle 9C at the point Ca of intersection of f α and FQ is large
enough to cause singularity on the solution UQ, i.e. the 3D problem has no edge singularities
but conical singularities. For the treatment of problems with edge singularities see e.g. [14].

For the finite element approximation, the domain Ωα is partitioned into a set of shape reg-
ular triangular elements T^ = {T} with mesh diameter 0 < h < ho (ho sufficiently small),
in such a way that the usual assumptions for conform finite element method (cf. [8]) are
satisfied.

Since boundary singularities may reduce the rate of convergence of finite element approx-
imations, we introduce local mesh grading near the vertex Ca with the help of a grading
parameter 0 < μ < 1, a grading function R^ and a step size ht defined as follows (see [14]
for details):

Rl := := Rl
, η, (7.4)

where η = [h α] is the integer part of h l and RQ is taken from (2.3). The grading parameter
μ will be chosen according to the singular exponent VQ, see Lemma 5.3.
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The triangulation Th = {T} is further refined near the vertex Ca such that the following
assumption is satisfied:
Assumption 7.1: The triangulation Th is graded around the vertex Ca by means of the
parameter 0 < μ < I such that hr := diamT depends on the distance RT of T from Ca in
the following way:

<hT< ε^ιΗιμ for T£Th:RT = Q,

<hr< εΐιΗΚ1^μ for TeTh:0<RT< RQ, (7.5)

< hT <e^h for TeTh:RT>R0,

with some constants 0 < ετ < 1 (ΐ = 1, 2, 3).

For error analysis, we define the following subsets of Th'.

Bo := {TETh:RT = Q}, B1 := {T e Th : 0 < RT < RI} (7.6)

Bt := {T&Th: Rt-i < RT < RI, « = 2, · · · , n}, Bh ~ \J^=QBl.

Let nt denote the total number of elements contained in the set Βτ (ΐ = 1 , · · · , η) , then the
following relation can be verified (cf. [14]):

nt < Ci. (7.7)

The finite element spaces V^h and W§h are defined by

, * ) : υ Λ € ν β , ϋ Λ = 0 on Γ0}, (7.8)

where Pi(T) denotes the space of all polynomials of degree < 1 on T. For h € (0. Λ,ο] an(i
AT > 0, the Fourier-finite-element space VhN is defined by

<^, «) = Σ υ^(Γ' 2)e^' wo^ € V^, vkh G W0
a
A, fe ̂  Q}. (7.9)

The relations Vgh C ν"0

α(Ωα), W0

a

fe C WQ (Ωο) and V^jy C V0(^) are easily verified.
The Fourier-finite-element approximation U^N of the solution u of the 3D variational

problem (2.6) is obtained by seeking for U^N £ VhN such that

b(uhN,vhN] = f(vhN) for Uftw 6 Vwv> (7·10)

6(·. ·) and /(·) are from (2.7). Cea's lemma infers the existence of a unique solution
of problem (7.10) that satisfies the a priori estimate

< C\\U - VhN\ y0(Q)i f°r vhN £ VhN· (7-11)

The solution UhN satisfies the relation

X "̂  / _ _ \ 1K(p / 7 1 O\

\k\<N

where the Fourier coefficients ukh are the unique solutions of the following variational equa-
tions: Find ujfh (\k\ < N} such that

€ y0l
 : b0(u0h,Wh) = fo(wh) for wh 6 Vo^ (7.13)

€ W§h : bk(ukh,Wh) = fk(wh) for wh Ε W$h, 1 < \k\ < N,

15



where &&(·, ·) and /(·) are from (3.9).
For estimating the error u — UhN of the Fourier-finite-element approximation, we define

a projection r/^u of the solution u into the space VhN by

(7.14)(rhNU)(r,<p,z}:= ^ ukh(r,z)elk<p with
\k\<N

1 < \k\ < Ν,

is the usual Lagrange's interpolation operator. For the estimate of the errorwhere
u — TLhU, we have the following results.
Lemma 7.1: Let the triangulation T^ satisfy Assumption 7.1 with 0 < μ < 1. Then there
exist constants C independent of h and υ such that the following inequalities hold:

for

for t, € α) η

(7.15)

(7.16)

Proof. The proof is the same as in [23, Proposition 6.1], and we omit it. ·

Since the singularity function so(r,z) = η'yoRl'0Pvo(cosθ) (see Lemma 5.3) is continuous,
the interpolation ILjSo is well defined. For the error SQ — Hhso we have the following results:
Lemma 7.2: Let the triangulation 7/j satisfy Assumption 7.1 with 0 < μ < 1. Then there
exist constant C independent of h and SQ such that the following estimates hold:

\SQ - nhs0|lx(Ge) ^
 C 701 h with α =

1 + if ^o < Μ <
if 0 < μ < i

SQ <
Λ2,

if VQ < μ <
if 0 < μ <

(7.17)

(7.18)

Proof. We will prove relation (7.18). Relation (7.17) follows by analogy.
With BO, · · ·, Bn from (7.6) we can write

The seminorms

η

M/i.s^) = Σ Σ IS0 — n/iSo|M/i,2py
1/2 a 1=0 TeB* 1/2

υ ,̂2 (τ·. (1 = 1, 2) in local polar co-ordinates R, θ is given by

/(!!!% ι |n^8in(MM(,,7τ U9.R Λ2 961 J

r I 02v 2 1 d2v I dv 2 1 02v , 1 dv 2) o2

L l ^7?2 ' " Ρ Λ Ρ Λ Λ Ρ 2 Λ Λ ' i?2 rJ/J2 ' Κ.ΛΙ? f i u

(7.19)

(7.20)

From (7.19) we consider first triangles Τ e -Bo which have as a vertex the corner point Ca.
Then from

|s0 -
i^2(T)

2{|s0
1/21· i<;2

2(T) }

we get

< Choi2 / T R2»°dR < C\-j0
Jo

(7.21)

(7.22)

(7.23)
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The estimate (7.22) follows from relations (7.20) and (7.5). For the estimate of the seminorm
in/jSoljLi.a,™., we use the linear interpolant pi(r, z) of SQ and relation (7.5). Combining these

Wl/2(1>

two inequalities we get

Σ |βο - Π Λ β < ι . » < C|7o|2^0^ (7.24)

For triangles Τ € Bh \ BQ which do not have Ca as a vertex, the seminorm Π^βοΙ?1,2,2,-., isM/

1/2(-')
bounded and the classical interpolation error estimate holds. Thus

η

Σ Σ Ν - Π^οΙ^ a(T) < C|7o
 2 Σ Σ ^τΜ^(Γ) (7-25)

1 2

ι=1
η 2t/ +1 η 2- +1)

\ "" th^R^l>0~^\ < (7ΐ7ηΙ2Λ- μ \ ^ ϊ μ ~^ < d7n
ί=2 1=1

The inequalities in (7.25) are obtained basically by applying the relations (cf. [14]):

/ dRdO < C f dR for Τ € Bt. ι = 1,···,η.
JT JRt_i

Assertion (7.18) follows from relations (7.24) and (7.25). ·.

We can now give a bound for the error u — UhN °f the Fourier-finite-element approxima-
tion.
Theorem 7.2: Let u €Ξ Vo(^) be the solution of the variational problem (2.6) with
/ € -Χ"ιγ2(Ω) satisfying the additional condition -~f- 6 Χ°/2(Ω). Let UhN & VHN be the

Fourier-finite-element approximation defined according to (7.10). Suppose that the axisym-
metric domain Ω has only one conical point on the rotation axis that is situated at the origin
and no reentrant edges. Let 7^ be a triangulation of the meridian plane Ω that satisfies
Assumption 7.1. Then there exists a constant C independent of /ι, Ν and / such that

-II η }, (7-26)
ιr\ VO (Cf\ /i ^ M A 1 / 2 ( S Z J /

with a. = < τη ~
I I it U < μ < VQ

Proof. It follows from the triangle inequality and relation (7.11) the estimate

11^ — ukN\\v0(ci) ^ C(\\u — UN\\v0(fi) + \\UN — r/ijv^||i/0(n))· (7.27)

We consider the second term on the right hand side of (7.27) and use the completeness
relations (3.5) and (3.6) to obtain

\\UN ~ ΓωΗΙνί,ίΩ) = 2π Σ (ll^ ~ ukh\\2

wi,2(si ) + k2\\uk -
\k\<N 1/2
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< C*|||so -IihSQ\\wi,2,G, + \\WQ -

9 9 λ
| τ ΐ Γ ΐ , 2 / , - χ \ ~ι Κ llUfa LifaUfa \\ τ fry \ J

1 / 2 ^ a-^ "-^2, — l/2v i < : a;y

1 / 2 V

The inequalities in (7.28) are obtained by exploiting the results of Lemmas 7.1, 7.2, 5.3,
Remark 3.1 and inequalities (5.1), (5.11). Finally, the assertion (7.26) follows from relations
(7.2) and (7.28). ·
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